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Abstract

Similar to other complex systems in nature (e.g., a hunting pack, flocks of birds), sports teams have been modeled as social neurobiological systems in which interpersonal coordination tendencies of agents underpin team swarming behaviors. Swarming is seen as the result of agent co-adaptation to ecological constraints of performance environments by collectively perceiving specific possibilities for action (affordances for self and shared affordances). A major principle of invasion team sports assumed to promote effective performance is to outnumber the opposition (creation of numerical overloads) during different performance phases (attack and defense) in spatial regions adjacent to the ball. Such performance principles are assimilated by system agents through manipulation of numerical relations between teams during training in order to create artificially asymmetrical performance contexts to simulate overloaded and underloaded situations. Here we evaluated effects of different numerical relations differentiated by agent skill level, examining emergent inter-individual, intra- and inter-team coordination. Groups of association football players (national – NLP and regional-level – RLP) participated in small-sided and conditioned games in which numerical relations between system agents were manipulated (5v5, 5v4 and 5v3). Typical grouping tendencies in sports teams (major ranges, stretch indices, distances of team centers to goals and distances between the teams’ opposing line-forces in specific team sectors) were recorded by plotting positional coordinates of individual agents through continuous GPS tracking. Results showed that creation of numerical asymmetries during training constrained agents’ individual dominant regions, the underloaded teams’ compactness and each team’s relative position on-field, as well as distances between specific team sectors. We also observed how skill level impacted individual and team coordination tendencies. Data revealed emergence of co-adaptive behaviors between interacting neurobiological social system agents in the context of sport performance. Such observations have broader implications for training design involving manipulations of numerical relations between interacting members of social collectives.

Introduction

Collective organizational principles underlying emergence of functional behaviors have been identified in many groups of biological organisms (e.g., flocks of birds, wolf packs, ant colonies) [1,2]. Observations of such superorganismic systems have revealed some advantages of swarming behaviors to achieve group goals, such as when feeding and maintaining member security. For instance, the labor of thousands of bees in a colony is collectively coordinated so that surrounding areas are surveyed most efficiently for food sources of nectar and pollen [3].

Human groups can also be considered as swarming superorganisms when individuals cooperate and coordinate their actions together to achieve common collective goals [4]. This sociobiological perspective can help explain various social-psychological phenomena such as the organization of labor by workers in a factory, how a traffic jam arises or the interpersonal rhythmic movements characterizing human activities like dancing or marching together.

Recently, this approach has been implemented to understand how interacting individuals coordinate their movements by detecting sensory information like the visual movement of others (see [5–8] as examples). Despite its obvious relevance, joint actions in the human performance domain of team sports has not received the same amount of empirical attention [9].
An ecological dynamics perspective to understand coordination in team sport social collectives views competing performers as biological agents functioning in integrated systems composed of many interacting subsystems (attackers and defenders) that can harness inherent self-organization tendencies to satisfy specific performance environment constraints [10,11]. From this theoretical rationale, sports teams have been modeled as social neurobiological systems whose agents co-adapt behaviors to changing ecological constraints of performance environments to achieve competitive goals [12,13].

These theoretical ideas have implications for current training methodologies in team sports systems seeking to promote activities of individual agents into functional coordinated performance modes needed to achieve effective competitive performance. A major principle that is paramount to achieve competitive performance goals in invasion games (like association football) is the coordinated effort to create numerical superiority in the vicinity of the ball (a type of swarming behavior) in attacking and defending sub-phases of play [14,15]. The relevance of this universal principle for successful performance in team sports was elucidated in studies of interpersonal coordination tendencies in competing agents by Vilar et al. [16]. They analyzed tendencies to maintain offensive and defensive numerical superiority in specific spatial sub regions of the performance environment by creating sudden defensive stabilities and offensive opportunities through collective behaviors during competitive football matches. More successful performance outcomes during attacking and defending sub-phases of play were directly related to the relative number of opposing players adopting a spatial location nearer to the ball (see [16]).

The creation of local numerical superiority through collective swarming behaviors when teams possess equal numbers of players is difficult to achieve without effective team coordination developed during training. To heighten awareness of such emergent interpersonal coordination tendencies during performance, coaches seek to simulate numerical asymmetries by designing training programs in which an attacking team is overloaded and a defending team is underloaded, respectively, containing more and fewer players. In such training practices, players learn to explore the interpersonal interactions that shape how different numerical relations can be suddenly created during attacking and defending sub-phases of play. In team sports training programs, small-sided and conditioned games (SSCGs) provide an important task vehicle used to constrain the emergence of interpersonal tactical behaviors in system agents through manipulations of numerical relations (in this paper such practice tasks are designated as small-sided “and conditioned” games because other constraints, besides field dimension, can be manipulated in order to shape specific behaviors; e.g., player numbers, rules, etc.).

The theoretical reasoning behind use of SSCGs is that they are simulations created during training to help team sports players to learn how to satisfy different constraints on their emergent collective behaviors. Indeed, they are important vehicles to aid sports teams, as complex neurobiological systems, to exploit inherent tendencies for co-adaptation and self-organization [1,17]. These properties of complexity have also been used to explain how agents in social neurobiological systems evolve and adapt their behaviors to satisfy evolutionary constraints [12]. Like such systems, players in sports teams use functional, context-dependent information to regulate their collective behaviors in dynamic performance environments. Previous research suggests that these emergent interpersonal coordination tendencies are predicated on perception of the action possibilities of nearby players [13,10] and the ball’s displacement over space and time [19], which afford specific actions [20].

The concept of affordances, as originally postulated by Gibson [21], refers to the possibilities for action that emerge from the interactions of an organism with its environment. This concept is useful for explaining emergence of interpersonal interactions in team sports since the ability to perceive action possibilities for self in humans is complemented by their capacity to perceive another individual’s affordances [22] and intentions [23]. As Gibson argued, the richest affordances are provided by interactions with others, since ‘behavior affords behavior’ (p135), signifying how the environment itself can also be perceived in relation to self and another person’s abilities (see Witt et al. [24], [25]). Accordingly, an ecological dynamics approach advocates that the interpersonal synergies [26] established between system agents in sports teams can emerge through the perception of shared affordances. These are possibilities for action that players collectively perceive through their interacting behaviors with their colleagues and adversaries and that can be effectively designed into SSCGs [27,28]. For instance, a ball carrier in a SSCG can perceive a possibility for passing the ball to an unmarked teammate by also perceiving for him/her a possibility to receive the ball. In this example, both coordinating players perceive affordances for one another. The coordinated action of passing and receiving a ball composes a shared affordance that is specified to individuals forming a single synergy in different ways (see [17] for a detailed explanation on how shared affordances and synergies may form the basis of coordination of team tactical behaviors). Affordances are dynamic and coordination tendencies between interacting teammates, and between them and their opponents, can change due to the creation of overloads in attack and defense through swarming. In this sense, learning to suddenly outnumber the opposition by overloading in specific spatial areas of a SSCG training environment can help players to create numerical advantages by selectively picking up shared affordances that satisfy a team’s momentary goals. This interactive process supports the emergence of swarming behaviors and the team’s complex tactical performance [28]. However, the tactical behaviors exhibited by agents in team sports, like association football, that emerge at the group level (i.e., when swarming), due to the creation of unbalanced numerical relations, have seldom been investigated. In one example, Travassos et al. [19] observed how, in the team sport of futsal, agents in a defending underloaded team, in a 5v4 + goalkeeper (gk) game context (a common situation where the goalkeeper of an attacking team plays as an outfield player to create a numerical advantage over a defending team), swarmed around the ball and protected their goal space. The players achieved this performance goal by synchronizing their own movements with the ball’s lateral displacements in front of their own goal area. More information about team behaviors during asymmetrical game contexts is clearly needed. Such contexts emerge quite often in many team invasion games besides association football and futsal, such as waterpolo, rugby union, handball or hockey, when one player is ‘sin-binned’ or sent off temporarily or definitely. This information may be an asset for designers of team training programs to enhance understanding of emergent collective tactical behaviors, skill acquisition and decision-making as a consequence of the interplay of specific ecological constraints in a learning environment [29].

An important, related question concerns whether tactical behaviors emerging from manipulations of numerical relations between competing system agents might be influenced by performer skill level. Silva et al. [30] demonstrated that players of distinct competitive levels displayed different spatial distribu-
tions and movement oscillations on field during SSCGs, as a consequence of their skill level. Hence, it is important to understand how players’ skill levels, within the ecological constraints of specific performance environments, can influence the interpersonal coordination tendencies afforded by differing numerical relations during training in SSCGs.

Previous investigations of coordination tendencies in team sport systems have revealed a number of reliable individual and compound performance variables [1] for assessing interpersonal coordination tendencies at different levels of system analysis (e.g., inter-individual, intra- and inter-team coordination levels). Inter-individual coordination analyses have focused on cooperative tendencies amongst team members, providing information on the division of labor between agents [31]. For instance, recent work examined players’ dominant regions in team sports of football and futsal by quantifying each individual’s major ranges [32] and Voronoi cells [33], which depict the division of labor amongst team members. At a more macroscopic level of analysis, researchers have measured, for instance, teams’ geometrical centers (or centroids) and stretch indices to assess intra-team coordination patterns [34,35]. These variables provide complementary information about emergent agent coordination tendencies, with the centroid highlighting the relative position of one team on field and the stretch index plotting the dispersion of players around the team center. Intra-team analyses also support identification of different characteristics of the coordination tendencies within each of the opposing teams.

At a larger scale of analysis, inter-team coordination focuses on the coordination patterns emerging between opposing teams and highlights the competitive interactions between players and teams to achieve specific performance goals. Knowledge about inter-team coordination has been obtained, for example, by quantifying distances between competing teams’ centroids during performance [36]. An alternative to studying inter-team coordination tendencies involves analysis of specific sub-grouping alignments in sports teams, such as line-forces [37,38]. Line-forces provide (geometrically) an estimate of team cohesion (e.g., between players in a defensive line), representing the functional form in which players’ attacking and defensive actions are co-aligned and co-organized according to specific team sectors (longitudinally, in attacking, midfield and defending team sectors or laterally, on the wings and middle axis of the field) [39]. Through this conception, inter-team coordination tendencies can be studied according to specific sub-grouping alignments, by measuring the distance between competing lines of players on field.

To summarize, due to the lack of empirical work addressing effects of different numerical relations on coordination tendencies in systems of interacting team sports players, we sought to analyze tactical behaviors emerging from swarming tendencies in SSCGs.

To achieve this aim, we investigated whether different numerical relations between competing teams in association football impacted inter-individual, intra- and inter-team tactical behaviors (i.e., emerging in overloaded and underloaded teams), as well as the relative influence of player skill level, specifically on the: (i) players’ division of labor, (ii) teams’ relative positioning on field; (iii) teams’ dispersion; and (iv), inter-team distances at specific locations.

### Methods

#### Participants

Twenty male, youth football players (under-19 yrs) participated in this study, divided into two groups according to skill level (NLP, national-level of performance or RLP - regional-level of performance). Ten participants in the NLP group (mean age: 10.71 ± 0.59 yrs; range 10-17 yrs) and ten in the RLP group (mean age: 10.16 ± 0.68 yrs; range 8-14 yrs) were recruited from local football teams in Portugal. The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee from Faculty of Sciences and Technology of University of Coimbra and informed consent was obtained from all participants and/or their legal guardians.

#### Experimental Design

The study was conducted in small-sided and conditioned games (SSCGs) according to skill level (NLP and RLP). Each team was composed of five players (three forwards, one midfielder and one goalkeeper) and was divided into two groups according to skill level (NLP and RLP). The games were divided into three different numerical relations (5v5, 5v4, 5v3) and were played under two conditions of numerical relations (overloaded and underloaded). The overloaded condition was achieved by adding a virtual player to the team (with a goalkeeper), which was supposed to make all players’ actions as realistic as possible. The underloaded condition was achieved by removing one player from the team (with a goalkeeper), which was supposed to make all players’ actions as realistic as possible. The number of shots and goals obtained by teams on each of the small-sided and conditioned games (SSCGs), according to skill, is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSGs</th>
<th>National-level players</th>
<th>Regional-level players</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overloaded team</td>
<td>Underloaded team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shots</td>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>Shots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5v5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5v4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5v3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The teams attacking the goal with a goalkeeper (overloaded teams) performed more shots in all treatments, with the exception of the regional-level players in the 5v5 treatment. The underloaded teams performed less shots but the opportunities to shoot always ended in goals, depending only on the skill of the player to hit the target after a shooting opportunity was created.

To summarize, due to the lack of empirical work addressing effects of different numerical relations on coordination tendencies in systems of interacting team sports players, we sought to analyze tactical behaviors emerging from swarming tendencies in SSCGs. To achieve this aim, we investigated whether different numerical relations between competing teams in association football impacted inter-individual, intra- and inter-team tactical behaviors (i.e., emerging in overloaded and underloaded teams), as well as the relative influence of player skill level, specifically on the: (i) players’ division of labor, (ii) teams’ relative positioning on field; (iii) teams’ dispersion; and (iv), inter-team distances at specific locations.

### Table 1. Number of shots and goals obtained by teams on each of the small-sided and conditioned games (SSCGs), according to skill.
17.64±0.67 yrs) played at a national-level in a top club from their country of origin (playing experience: 9.55±0.52 yrs). Two participants from this group played for their country’s under-19 yrs national team. Participants in the RLP (age: 17.91±0.3 yrs) competed at a regional-level competition (playing experience: 9±1.9 yrs). All players or legal guardians (when under age) provided written informed consent to participate in the experiment. All procedures followed the guidelines stated in the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Sports of Porto University.

Data collection

Within each group, participants were assigned to one of two technically-equivalent teams of five players by their coaches. Participants performed in three SSCGs in which the numerical relations of the two teams were manipulated. The first SSCG consisted of a 5-a-side plus goalkeeper (Gk) game (5v5+Gk). The goalkeepers played inside an area marked 5 m from the goal line and extending across the pitch width, while defending a 6×2 m (height×width) football goal. The team without a goalkeeper defended three mini-goals (1.2×0.8 m) located on the end line of the pitch. In the second and third SSCGs, the team playing with a goalkeeper was reduced to four (5v4+Gk) and three (5v3+Gk) outfield players, respectively. In accordance with pedagogical principles, this team was denominated the `underloaded` team, while the team with the same number of players was denominated the `overloaded` team. The objective of teams in all SSCGs was to score as many goals as possible and to prevent the opposing team from scoring goals (regardless of numerical overloaded or underloaded performance conditions and of the momentary score in the SSCG). The underloaded team attacked mini-goals without goalkeepers to maintain their chances of scoring when playing with a numerical disadvantage. Table 1 shows that both groups performed a similar number of shots and goals in all treatments. The effectiveness of the shots of both skill groups’ underloaded teams confirms that, even when playing under a disadvantage of two fewer players, the chances of scoring were high (given that there was no GK). Effectively, there existed an attacking risk to the overloaded teams when possession was lost.

The length and width dimensions of the playing area were reduced, relative to official football field dimensions, to 47.3×30.6 m, given the number of players involved in the SSCG [40]. Each match lasted for 6 minutes interspersed with 6 minutes periods of rest to minimize the influence of fatigue on participants. During recovery periods, participants were allowed to recover actively at will and rehydrate. Time-motion analysis obtained through continuous GPS tracking showed similar physical profiles across treatments for the players of the overloaded teams. The players of the underloaded teams tended to augment the total distance covered and high intensity running activities when playing under a numerical disadvantage of two players (5v3 + Gk). These data signaled that accumulated fatigue of participants did not bias the results of the experiment.

Coaches were instructed not to provide any sort of encouragement or feedback to the players, before and during periods of data collection, as it could have distorted levels of practice intensity in individual participants [41].

All outfield players carried an unobtrusive global positioning tracking device (SPI Pro, GPSports, Canberra, Australia) to record their movement displacements with individual positional data (2D) at a sampling frequency rate of 15 Hz. The reliability of such devices has been previously well documented [42,43].

The performance area used in all treatments was calibrated with the coordinates of four GPS devices stationed in each corner of the pitch for approximately 2 minutes. The absolute coordinates of each corner were calculated as the median of the recorded time series, providing measurements that were robust to the typical fluctuations of the GPS signals. These absolute positions were used to set the Cartesian coordinate systems for each pitch, with the origin placed at the pitch center. Longitudinal and latitudinal (spherical) coordinates were converted to Euclidean (planar) coordinates using the Haversine formula [44]. Fluctuations in player position measurements were reduced using a moving average filter with a time scale of 0.2 seconds and data resampling was employed to synchronize the time series of all players within each game.

Data analysis

Inter-individual coordination tendencies were analyzed measuring the dominant region of each player on field. To this effect, the major ranges of each player’s displacement were calculated as the ellipse centered at the 2D mean location of each player (i.e., the locus), with semi-axes being the standard deviations in the longitudinal and lateral directions for each entire SSCG [32]. Analysis of ellipse shapes provides qualitative evaluation of the main directions of players’ movements, their distribution and relative positioning on field. The areas of the ellipses were also calculated to furnish quantitative information of the amount of space that was under the dominant region of each player.
To establish intra-team coordination we calculated the stretch index (SI) and the centroid’s distance to the goal center (CdtG – in the case of the underloaded team) and to the end line where the mini-goals were placed (CdtMG – in the case of the overloaded team). The SI was calculated as the mean value of the distances of each player to their team’s centroid, whereas the centroid was calculated as the average position of all outfield players of one team.

Inter-team coordination was examined through analysis of the distances separating the teams’ horizontal and vertical opposing line-forces. We opted to record this variable instead of measurements of centroid distance values because the former does not capture the existence of eventual differences in the players’ interactive behaviors at specific team locations (e.g., wings and sectors).

Each team’s horizontal lines were calculated by averaging the longitudinal coordinate values of the two players furthest from, and nearest to their own goal line, which corresponded to the forward and back lines, respectively. Similarly, the vertical line-forces of each team were computed by averaging the mean lateral coordinates of the players furthest to the left and to the right on the pitch, corresponding to the left and right lines, respectively. Due to the small number of players participating in the SSCGs, only the wing lines and attacking and defending sectors were analyzed. Hence, the time series of the distances between forward-back and left-right lines of opposing teams were calculated according to team sectors, as follows: (i) \( dtH1 \) - distance between the back line of the underloaded team and the forward line of the overloaded team; (ii) \( dtH2 \) - distance between the forward line of the underloaded team and the back line of the overloaded team; (iii) \( dtV1 \) - distance between the left line of the overloaded team and the right line of the underloaded team; and (iv), \( dtV2 \) - distance between the right line of the overloaded team and the left line of the underloaded team.

All variables used in this study capture the interpersonal coordination tendencies at different levels of system analysis (inter-individual, intra- and inter-team coordination levels), as illustrated in Figure 1.

**Statistical procedures**

Mean ± standard deviations values of the ellipse areas were calculated for the numerically overloaded and underloaded teams according to skill level and different numerical relations. Given that the performance data of each team were analyzed separately and that there was a small number of participants per team (5 players in the overloaded team and 5, 4 and 3 players in the underloaded team), no inferential statistics were used to analyze major ranges areas.

The time series values of intra- (SI, CdtMG and CdtG) and inter-team (\( dtH1, dtH2, dtV1 \) and \( dtV2 \)) variables were compared
statistically through analysis of variance methods. Given that these time series are of a stochastic nature, the successive measures were only partly determined by previous values. Hence, the assumption of independence of the observations required to run the ANOVAs was overcome by sampling uncorrelated data points. To this effect, for each variable, time series values interspersed with a time interval \( t \) were selected to ensure that each observation recorded would be uncorrelated with previous selected values. Thus, the time series were fitted to autoregressive models (AR) of various orders (1 to 10) with the argument that, if the data came from an AR\( p \) process, then \( t \geq p \). Thus, \( t \) can be estimated by solving the first \( p \) Yule-Walker equations with correlations estimated using the sample autocorrelation coefficients. The order of the process is, then, estimated to minimize the Schwarz’s Bayesian criterion that represents a trade-off between the fit of the AR model and the number of parameters estimated [45]. Through the AR processes, 82\% of the estimates were equal to \( p = 4 \) and lower. Based on this finding, measures of all intra- and inter-team variables were sampled at every 4 seconds of play (totaling 90 independent measures per variable). After this procedure, for each SSGC and group, we obtained a set of independent game situations containing identical variances, means and standard deviations of the original variables’ time series.

Two-way ANOVAs were then conducted to examine the effect of skill (2 levels: NLP and RLP) and numerical relations (3 levels: 5v5, 5v4 and 5v3) on each intra- and inter-team variable. Statistical analysis of intra-team variables was run separately, according to the teams’ numerical advantage – overloaded and underloaded teams. Given the large sample of data points analyzed (340 data points per variable), all statistical comparisons reported outcomes below the conventional statistical significance alpha value of \( P = 0.05 \). Thus, we focused on the magnitude of the effects (here reported as partial eta squared - \( \eta^2 \)) obtained with the ANOVAs, following Cohen’s guidelines [46]: (i) \( 0.01 \leq \eta^2 < 0.06 \) – small effect; (ii) \( 0.06 \leq \eta^2 < 0.14 \) – moderate effect; and (iii) \( \eta^2 \geq 0.14 \) – large effect. Bonferroni post-hoc pairwise comparisons and interaction effects were implemented when moderate or large effects of \( \eta^2 \) were identified.

For simplicity, when playing with equal number of players, the team attacking the goal with a goalkeeper and the team attacking the mini-goals were also denominated as overloaded and underloaded teams, respectively.
Results

Inter-individual coordination (major ranges)

Figure 2 illustrates the major ranges and means ± standard deviations of the ellipse areas in each treatment for each group of players.

The ellipse areas of the RLP were more superimposed, displaying different shapes, compared to the NLP skill level. The latter displayed ellipses that were more rationally distributed according to corridors (left and right) and sectors (forward and back), presenting rounded shapes. Analysis of the distribution of players’ movement coordinates in the x- (longitudinal) and y-axis (lateral) in Figures 3 and 4 confirm that NLP displayed differentiated distributions in the x-axis (Figure 3). In contrast, the RLP tended to play on very similar longitudinal coordinates of the field, only varying their positioning along the y-axis (Figure 4). The RLP also presented broader distributions along the x-axis, which caused their ellipses to be oval-shaped.

Additionally, the mean areas of ellipses in the NLP group presented a similar trend for both the overloaded and underloaded teams in the 5v5 and 5v4 condition (see Figure 5). In the 5v3 condition, both teams increased their mean areas but with the underloaded team displaying much larger mean ellipse areas than the overloaded team. This was evident in the ellipses of two out of the three players and also in the distribution of their coordinates in the y-axis (Figure 3) that was broader in the 5v3 treatment.

The RLP group displayed different mean areas across treatments for both teams, but identical mean areas for both underloaded and overloaded teams. The larger mean areas were registered in the 5v4 treatment.

Intra-team coordination (stretch index and centroids’ distance to own goal and mini-goals’ line)

Statistical analysis of SI showed a moderate effect of skill for the overloaded team, $F(1,534) = 71.759$, $P < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.12$. Higher mean values of SI were found for NLP ($M = 8.58$, $SE = 0.19$) than RLP ($M = 7$, $SE = 0.19$, see Figure 6, upper panel). No significant effects were observed for numerical relations, or the interactions (Table 2).

ANOVA of SI for the underloaded team presented a large effect of skill level, $F(1,534) = 101.23$, $P < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.16$, revealing higher mean values of SI for NLP ($M = 7.99$, $SE = 0.21$) than RLP.
Analysis of SI in the underloaded team also revealed a moderate effect of numerical relations, $F(2,534) = 19.66$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.07$. Bonferroni post hoc analyses showed higher mean values of SI for 5v5 ($M = 7.85$, $SE = 0.26$) than for 5v4 ($M = 6.62$, $SE = 0.26$, $P<0.001$) and 5v3 ($M = 6.31$, $SE = 0.26$, $P<0.001$). Interaction effects were negligible (see Table 2).

Concerning CdtMG, ANOVA revealed a large effect of numerical relations, $F(2,534) = 50.26$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.16$. Lower CdtMG mean values were found for 5v5 treatments ($M = 20.85$, $SE = 0.86$) than for 5v4 ($M = 27.13$, $SE = 0.86$, $P<0.001$) and 5v3 ($M = 29.15$, $SE = 0.86$, $P<0.001$, see Figure 6, lower panel). Skill level and interaction effects were not statistically significant (Table 2).

Concerning the CdtG of the underloaded team, a large effect was also obtained for numerical relations, $F(2,534) = 43.65$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.14$, with larger mean values displayed for 5v5 ($M = 26.19$, $SE = 0.81$) than for 5v4 ($M = 21.05$, $SE = 0.81$, $P<0.001$) and 5v3 ($M = 18.78$, $SE = 0.81$, $P<0.001$). Differences between 5v4 and 5v3 treatments were also observed ($P<0.01$, $SE = 0.81$, see Figure 6, lower panel). No significant effects of skill level and interactions were observed.

Inter-team coordination (distances between opposing vertical and horizontal line-forces)

Despite not being sufficiently large to be conventionally considered a significant statistical effect, it is worth noting the interaction effect emerging for skill level and numerical relations, for confrontation of horizontal lines $dtH1$, $F(2,534) = 14.17$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.05$, since it may have some practical significance (see discussion). Post-hoc analysis showed higher mean values of $dtH1$ for NLP ($M = 3.89$, $SE = 0.32$) than for RLP ($M = 2.82$, $SE = 0.32$, $P<0.001$) in the 5v5 treatment (Figure 7, upper panel). In contrast, in the 5v3, post hoc analysis showed lower mean values of $dtH1$ for NLP ($M = 2.05$, $SE = 0.32$) than RLP ($M = 3.3$, $SE = 0.32$, $P=0.001$). No differences were found between groups in the 5v4 treatment ($P=0.07$).

Concerning $dtH2$, a moderate effect of numerical relation was observed, independent of skill level, $F(2,534) = 20.19$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.07$. Post-hoc analysis showed lower mean values of $dtH2$ in the 5v5 ($M = 4.02$, $SE = 0.34$) than in the 5v4 ($M = 5.02$, $SE = 0.39$, $P=0.01$), and in the 5v3 ($M = 6.17$, $SE = 0.34$, $P<0.001$). Significant differences were also found between the 5v4 and 5v3 treatments ($P=0.002$).

Analysis of variance of $dtV1$ also registered a moderate effect for numerical relations, independent of skill level, $F(2,534) = 25.22$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.06$, but small effects for skill level and interactions (Table 2). Post-hoc tests revealed highest mean values of $dtV1$ for 5v5 ($M = 4.2$, $SE = 0.25$) than for 5v4 ($M = 2.97$, $SE = 0.25$, $P<0.001$) and 5v3 ($M = 2.47$, $SE = 0.25$, $P<0.001$, see Figure 7, lower panel).

The ANOVA of $dtV2$ revealed a moderate effect for skill level, $F(1,534) = 33.4$, $P<0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.06$, with larger mean values observed in the NLP ($M = 3.46$, $SE = 0.19$), compared to the RLP group ($M = 2.36$, $SE = 0.19$).
In the 5v3 treatment the NLP underloaded team presented a considerably larger mean ellipse area than the overloaded team. When they played in a numerical balance. This finding implies that for the NLP group, a numerical difference of only one player was not enough to change the players’ interpersonal coordination tendencies, probably due to their superior capacity of working together to compensate for the missing player. The larger mean ellipse areas observed in the NLP overloaded team during the 5v3 treatment might be related to the fact that more free space was available to be exploited since the opposing team had two fewer players.

Concerning the RLP group, it is not clear why these players displayed larger mean ellipses areas in the 5v4 and not in the 5v3 treatments and more research is needed to clarify understanding of this effect.

In general, results on inter-individual coordination tendencies suggested that skill level was determinant in the perception of different possibilities for action and in constraining decisions [30] emerging from each group of participants regarding their division of labor on field, here represented by distinct movement patterns and territorial occupation.

### Table 2. ANOVA effect sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Skill level (SL)</th>
<th>Numerical relation (NR)</th>
<th>SL x NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.12^*$; Underloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.16^{**}$</td>
<td>Overloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.001$; Underloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.07^*$</td>
<td>Overloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.02$; Underloaded: $\eta^2 = 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdTMG</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.04$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.16^{**}$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CdG</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.01$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.14^{**}$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhH1</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.001$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.02$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dhV1</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.01$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.07^*$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dtV1</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.004$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.09^*$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 &lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dtV2</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.06^*$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.01$</td>
<td>$\eta^2 = 0.002$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main effects of skill level and numerical relation and interaction effects of skill level x numerical relation on: (1) stretch index (SI); (2) centroid’s distance to mini goals line (CdTMG); (3) centroid’s distance to goal (CdG); (4) horizontal lines’ distances (dhH1 and dhV2) and (5) vertical lines’ distances (dtV1 and dtV2).

*Moderate effect.

**Large effect.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107112.t002

### Discussion

In this study we adopted an ecological dynamics perspective to investigate how players in football teams, here viewed as multi-agent neurobiological systems, co-adapted performance behaviors (by swarming) to the imposition of distinct numerical relations during SSCGs. Values of inter-individual (major ranges), intra-(stretch index and centroids’ distance to goals) and inter-team (distance between horizontal and vertical line-forces) coordination patterns were analyzed during performance in SSCGs played under different numerical relations (5v5, 5v4 and 5v3). Additionally, differences in skill level were observed, between national- and regional-level players, to understand how skill level interacted with numerical relational constraints.

#### Inter-individual coordination within the team

The lower superimposition of the NLP ellipses (see Figures 2 and 3) reflected a more balanced occupation of different sections of the field, a basic principle required for successful performance in invasion team sports [15]. This process was not as clear in the RLP group whose major range tendencies reflected a poorer division of labor according to specific zones of the field [1].

Analysis of ellipse shapes also supported the assumption that the NLP participants were more tactically balanced. Their rounded shapes reflected the similarity of movement amplitudes in the longitudinal and lateral direction. In contrast, RLP participants tended to present larger movement amplitudes in the longitudinal direction, as specified by the oval-shaped ellipses displayed and also by the distribution of their movements in the longitudinal axis in all treatments (see Figure 4). Considering the fact that, in general, they also possessed wider major ranges areas, it seems that these players performed more runs in the longitudinal direction than in the lateral plane. Clearly, skill level constrained the perception of different action possibilities for each group and the distinct interaction possibilities captured by the division of positional roles on field (i.e., distinct shared affordances).

In the 5v3 treatment the NLP overloaded team presented a considerable larger mean area than the overloaded team. In fact, this was the largest mean ellipse area of all treatments and groups. This outcome can be interpreted as the capacity of NLP participants to cover a wider playing area when playing under a strong numerical disadvantage (with two players less than the opposition). Indeed, when playing against a numerical disadvantage of only one player (5v4), the areas covered were similar to
possibilities for themselves and for teammates (e.g., covering space, closing passing lines, marking opponents, etc.), players can work to maintain the symmetry between competing teams in underloaded game contexts.

Nonetheless, in the underloaded teams, the values of SI decreased significantly across treatments, independent of skill level, signifying that the teams of both groups tended to contract when they were reduced in number. This finding was likely due to the fact that they spent more time performing defensive actions when underloaded. The NLP, however, presented similar dispersion values when playing with one and two players fewer, while the RLP group teams always tended to contract every time one player was omitted. Following the previous results of interindividual coordination it seems plausible that this team maintained similar dispersion values through enlargement of their players’ dominant regions. Thus, the same collective behavioral patterns were secured by distinct interpersonal coordination modes. This is another important characteristic of biological systems – the ability to degenerate behavior to satisfy different ecological constraints [48].

Concerning the teams’ relative positioning on field (depicted by the centroid distance to the goal line), results showed that, as the numerical difference between teams increased, the overloaded team players moved further away from their mini-goals and approached the underloaded team’s goal. This behavior was evident for both groups. In contrast, underloaded team players tended to be attracted backwards on field to defend their goal. Thus, the overloaded teams managed to acquire space near the opposing team’s goal and forced them to move backwards. This result is in accordance with data reported in the study of Travassos et al. [49] in 5v4+Gk performance contexts in futsal. This coordination tendency was evident when underloaded teams were reduced by one player, while presenting similar CdtMG and CdtG values in the 5v4 and 5v3 treatments. These findings indicated the conditions that facilitated multi-agent collectives to act in a collectively coordinated manner, once players had become attuned to information from their opponents’ actions.

Synthesizing these main findings, the manipulation of numerical asymmetries on field during training tasks influenced the dispersion values of the teams being underloaded and the relative positioning of both teams on field. Overloaded teams tended to advance on field when opponents lost players, but without impacting in their dispersion values. In contrast, underloaded teams tended to retreat nearer to their own goal and contract in order to protect it. In both situations, the data suggested that players were collectively attuned to shared affordances. Playing with fewer players might have offered fewer opportunities to keep possession of the ball and possibly constrained the emergence of a more compact defensive block. In contrast, playing with more players probably offered more possibilities for maintaining possession and attacking the opposition goal (which is typically the main performance behavior intended to be promoted through the creation of overloads). Skill level seemed most influential on the way each group of players spread out on field during play, although both groups presented similar trends in their emergent behaviors.

Inter-team coordination

With regards to the distances between horizontal line-forces, results showed that the NLP participants reduced the distance value dh1 (i.e., distance between the back line of the underloaded team and the forward line of the overloaded team) as the numerical difference between both teams increased. The opposite effect emerged for the distance value dh2 (i.e., distance between the forward line of the underloaded team and the back line of the overloaded team).

By forcing an approach to the underloaded team’s back line the NLP participants could have provoked the emergence of critical regions of performance [11] where the balance between the opposing line-forces could be perturbed leading the social neurobiological system to other performance outcomes like the creation of goal scoring opportunities. Critical regions of performance are characterized by low values of interpersonal distances between attackers and defenders that can lead to transitions in system organisational states, with eventual consequences for performance outcomes [11] as previously observed in studies of performance in several other team sports [10,50–52]. In our study, the proximity of the confronting line-forces could also
have led to the emergence of critical states, an assumption that needs to be scrutinized in future studies.

On the other hand, the increase in the distance of dtH2 in both groups across SSCGs was attributed to the fact that the overloaded team, because of the numerical disadvantage, prioritized the closing of space near its goal by moving their lines backwards. This result corroborates previous findings regarding behaviors related to the CdtG, and is in accordance with data from previous work by Travassos et al. [49].

The same trend for dtH1 was not so clear in the RLP participants, since the mean distance values of both variables were roughly approximate in the 5v5 and 5v4 treatments, and increasing in the 5v3 treatment. Apparently, the players at that skill level did not press the overloaded team back line when they were in numerical disadvantage. In fact, the opposite occurred in the 5v3 treatment.

With respect to vertical lines, both groups displayed identical values for dtV1 (i.e., the distance between the left line of the overloaded team and the right line of the overloaded team), which increased with numerical differences between teams. On the opposite wing (i.e., dtV2 or the distance between the right line of the overloaded team and the left line of the overloaded team), the space between lines remained relatively constant across SSCGs conditions for both skill groups. This finding signifies that teams maintained relatively the same distances between vertical line-forces across treatments on only one of the two wings of the field. This outcome might have been constrained by other possible factors besides numerical relations, like the players’ preferred foot and strategic options.

In sum, the most important effects were registered in the proximity between an overloaded team’s attacking line and an underloaded team’s defensive line, only in the NLP group. This outcome may have evidenced exploratory performance behaviors of an overloaded team when offensively pressing the reduced number of players in an underloaded team in order to disturb the equilibrium of opposing line-forces to create scoring opportunities. This type of exploratory activity may have emerged in the more skilled group perhaps due to their better technical skills and the capacity to dribble past opponents at critical values of interpersonal distances (see [53] for evidence on critical values of interpersonal distances between attacker-defender dyads in promoting dribbling actions).

Conclusions

Data from this study shed important insights on co-adaptive behaviors of agents in team sport systems performing under specific task constraints afforded by different numerical relations and skill levels in SSCGs (see Table 3 for a synthesis of main findings). Individual and team coordination tendencies were clearly constrained by the numerical relations between competing teams and the players’ skill level. Skill levels provided different action possibilities available to synergistic groups of players, highlighting the importance of adapting training tasks to the players’ individual characteristics in order to facilitate the emergence of required team behaviors. Accordingly, the findings of this study support the assumption that teams, here conceptualized as swarming neurobiological superorganisms, possess the ability to co-adapt to performance constraints that can be manipulated by practitioners during practice in SSCGs. Therefore, designing shared affordances for specific group tactics to emerge during practice through manipulations of numerical relations seems a feasible pedagogical methodology. In this study we identified the emergent behaviors constrained by different numerical relations in collective systems, which need to be considered when seeking to enhance the acquisition of specific skills and team tactical behaviors during training.

Future studies should identify the specific affordances supporting such tactical behaviors in order to provide deeper understanding of the players’ actions and tactical relations during SSCGs. This information is deemed crucial for coaches to regulate their instructions and feedback provided to players.
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Table 3. Synthesis of inter-individual, intra- and inter-team behavioral trends across SSCGs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dominant regions</th>
<th>Teams’ dispersion</th>
<th>Teams’ relative positioning on field</th>
<th>Space between line-forces on wings</th>
<th>Space between line-forces on sectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overloaded team players: increased; Underloaded team players: increased;</td>
<td>Overloaded team: maintained; Underloaded team: decreased.</td>
<td>Overloaded team: approached the opponent’s goal; Underloaded team: approached own goal.</td>
<td>dtV1: increased with numerical difference; dtV2: maintained across all numerical differences.</td>
<td>dtH1: decreased as the numerical difference increased for NLP; increased on 5v3 for RLP; dtH2: increased with the numerical difference.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small-sided and conditioned games sequence: (i) 5v5 (ii) 5v4 and (iii) 5v3.

National- and regional-level players displayed the same behavioral trends, except for dtH1 (see table). Differences between groups were observed for the individual dominant regions, means of teams’ dispersion and space between dtV2 line-forces.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0107112.t003